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2022 Annual Event

Join our next annual event on June 18, 2022 at 12PM. The event will feature a live
band, an old-time baseball project, new exhibits, and much more.

JBS Initiates Baseball Project
The JBS initiates project to showcase local
baseball teams from decades ago. Do you know
anyone in the African-American community
who was a player, an umpire, coach, manager,
a driver, or dedicated fan for a team? Bring
your photos June 18th or call (804) 556-8160 to
share your story.
Alvin Powell and Ernest Powell, Jr.

Alvin Powell and Ernest Powell, Jr. are brothers
who started playing for the "Honeydrippers"
community baseball team in the 1940s. Their
vivid memory is practically the only "record"
there is about the games and people who
enjoyed baseball during the years they played.

The purpose of this project is to document
these times and experiences so future
generations will have some knowledge of
how important this popular past-time
was for those of previous generations.

Horseshoeing Demonstration
Louis Quarles will demonstrate the art of
horseshoeing at the annual event. He has
participated in the JBS open house
previously. His way with people and
horses is sure to be a hit once again.
Left: Louis Quarles introduces visitors
to one of his horses.

"Sumthin Different"
Band To Perform
This year's event will
feature the band
"Sumthin Different".
See Page 4

New Exhibits To Open

Photos From Over 70 Years Ago To Be Displayed

Photos of Central High and Beaverdam
students from the 1940s &50s
Exhibit of Goochland native Thelma Lewis'
appearance on the cover of Jet Magazine in
1961
Fauquier Training School

Tribute to Shop Founder Henry Jackson
LETTER TO MY GREAT, GREAT GRANDFATHER:
A SALUTE TO HENRY JACKSON
By Jacqueline Jackson Turner
Dear Grandpa Henry,
You and I have never met; one hundred and
thirty-one years separate our births, and
you died 42 years before mine. Information
shared and written about you have been my
introduction to you. History books, movies,
and museums have given me a glimpse of the times in which you lived. You
must have been brave, smart, ingenious, strong, courageous, humble, and
determined to not only survive the circumstances of the first 35 or so years
of your life in slavery, but to succeed and prosper in later years in the midst
of the turbulent times and unfair treatment often beset the freed
descendants of Africa in this country. I can only imagine.
I feel a sense of pride in the man who was able to transcend the scars
slavery likely gave you. The story of your life shows us a picture of the
many valuable roles you played. Oh Grandpa, what was it like to go from
slave to freeman? How did you go from being someone’s property to
becoming a landowner? Did you have a moment of disbelief one day as
perhaps you realized you had moved from being on a farm business’
inventory to being a business owner? Did you realize you were not only a
skilled laborer but also an inventor? You, who lived during a time that our
family units could be separated by the whim or will of the slave owner, had
your silent objection by marrying an older woman determined not to add
children to the slave rolls. Are you our family’s first protestor? I can only
imagine.
There are some things I want to share with you, Grandpa, in case God has
not granted you the ability to see all that occurs here on earth so you will
learn some things about your legacy. You lived some 89 years upon this
earth, had 16 children with your second wife, and witnessed your son,
George, continue in your blacksmith profession and build his second shop. I
don’t have memories of most of your other grandchildren, but the ones I
recall had great character and made me (and likely others) feel special and
blessed to be part of this family. Their souls may have connected with you
in heaven. Robert, Uncle Bob, reminded me often that I was born on his
50th birthday. He was tall and always greeted me with a smile and warmhearted laugh. Aunt Mary, though blind in later years, was very
independent and caring. She gently corrected my dishwashing mistakes
and taught me at an early age that those with disabilities can do some
things better than the able bodied. Aunt Florence was a quiet gentle soul.
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Tribute to Shop Founder Henry Jackson
I witnessed what true brotherly love meant as I watched their brother,
Joseph, my Pop/grandfather, look out for these two sisters in their later
years. Uncle Clarence and Uncle Primus, I remember as kind. My Pop was
the last of George’s kids to die. We miss them all, the elders. I bet they had
many other stories to tell. I can only imagine.
Here’s the thing Grandpa, while there are living descendants for only 3 of
your children, your legacy includes a huge Jackson ‘dynasty’. We number in
the hundreds just in this locality. There are teachers, builders, salesmen,
entrepreneurs, administrators, students, ministers, deacons, veterans, and
the list goes on. The 7 (8)th generation has made it’s debut. While still
drooling or crawling around, we pray their mark on the world will continue
to demonstrate that the remarkable talent and abilities you possessed
have been passed on to them. Will they and each of us from your line
understand that the DNA that helped you get through the challenges of
your day is a part of us? What would you think of us and how we take
advantage of the many available opportunities in the midst of challenges
unlike yours? I can only imagine.
Grandpa, you had to be a great teacher of your trade to both George & his
son, George Jr.; the last Jackson Blacksmith Shop remained in operation
until I was about 8-9 years old. I have one vague memory of seeing my
(Great) Uncle George working at his shop. Guess what! That shop still
stands today despite some potential disasters. My brothers tell a story
that they and your other great, great, grandson, Jeffery, started a ‘little’
fire and lucky for their little behinds, the fire was stopped. And lucky for us
that your great granddaughter, Marie, daughter of George Jr., had the
vision and commitment to rally others, restore the shop, and make it open
to the community. The Jackson Blacksmith Shop is on the National Register
of Historic Places. There is a road nearby named after the shop! The tool
you invented has been touched by the hands of your great, great, great,
grandchildren and is displayed at the Annual JBS events. Marie joined you
in heaven not too long ago. Trust that her immediate and extended family
will do our best to continue the legacy of the Jackson Blacksmith Shop.
We’ll be there tomorrow. I pray you can imagine.
For all that you endured and accomplished, Grandpa, thank you.
Lovingly
Your great, great, granddaughter
Jackie
This moving tribute was presented by Jacqueline Jackson Turner at the Annual Event on June 8, 2019.
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Visitors to Shop

On June 20, 2021, a number of households from the Jackson family
enjoyed a cookout on the Shop grounds to celebrate fathers (left). Being
that it was their day, all fathers were asked to take a group photo (right).
Front: James Jackson, Larry Jackson, Arthur Jackson, Joe Jackson, Kevin
Turner. Back: Tory Fife, Travis Jackson, Devin Jackson, George Williams III,
Earl Jackson III, Michael Fife, and Tavon Jackson.

"Somethin Different" to Perform at
June 18th 2022 Event
This year's annual event will feature live music
from a band out of Charles City, Virginia. The
band may not be a Philadelphia "doo-wop" soul
group. It may not be correct to refer to their
sound as psychedelic soul. You might say they
play old school R&B or southern soul music, but
perhaps it is best to describe their style as
something different. Better yet, hearing the
group for yourself is the best way to find out
about their sweet sound.
Seven members of "Sumthin Different" will be
performing at the Jackson Blacksmith Shop's
annual event on June 18, 2022. Come and check
them out!
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Visitors to Shop

Pat Smith (far left) and her mother Dorothy Cousins of Philadelphia, PA (seated in
front) visited the JBS with their family on July 29th, 2021. Jeffery Mabry (back row
wearing hat) gave them a tour of the historic shop. Dorothy is a great
granddaughter of Jackson Blacksmith Shop founder Henry Jackson.

Students from the Goochland Campus J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College
welding class visited the Jackson Blacksmith Shop on September 8, 2021. A student
takes a turn at the forge after Jeffery Mabry of the JBS demonstrated the ages old
process of heating and shaping iron. The class instructor, Mr. Mike Vaugh, is seen
second from left.
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2019 Annual Event Highlights

Aniah Mickey amazes visitors by
singing several inspirational songs.
She was given free reign to sing
whatever songs she wanted during
the event, and she did not
disappoint.
Kenyatta Smither played the
keyboard alongside Aniah Mickey.

Flutist Michael G. Hawkins
excites the crowd with a lively
jazz concert. Visitors loved
jammin’ to some oldies like
Luther Vandross’ “Never Too
Much” and Michael Jackson’s
“Rock With You.”

Event Chair Brenda Franisco came
up with the “on the spot” band
where visitors volunteered to
participate in an impromptu jazz
concert with our guest performers.
Visitors enjoyed using sticks, bells,
triangles, and drums to play two
selections on the spot.
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2019 Annual Event Highlights

THE ART OF JEROME AND JEROMYAH JONES
The father and son team wowed visitors with their “I am 400” project.

First Baptist Church
Deacon Julian Greene Junior
captured visitors’ attention with
an overview and history of the
oldest African American Baptist
Church located in Petersburg,
Virginia. Visitors could learn
more about the church’s rich
history by visiting his booth.
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2019 Annual Event Highlights

Event Chair Brenda Franisco enjoys a
ride as Louis Quarles holds the reins.

Willie Cooley helps a visitor with a
ride.

Central Virginia
Blacksmith’s Guild
Joe Woolf and Danny Oakes from
Central Virginia Blacksmith’s Guild
prepare to show visitors the art of
blacksmithing.

A part of the demonstration
includes making a metal
leaf.
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2019 Annual Event Highlights

ALL HOMES
Second Union Rosenwald School

Family History Center
Steward Scott, Webmaster for The Family
Representatives of the Second Union Rosenwald History Center, offered some useful tips for
School share the history of African American
looking up information at the center.
education in Goochland County.

Goochland County
Historical Society
A visitor learns about the mission of
the Goochland County Historical
Society, a local organization that is
committed to preserving the
heritage and tradition of Goochland
County.

African American
Historical and
Genealogical Society
Marilyn Campbell (right), former
president of the AAHGS, provided
visitors key information about
becoming a member.
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2019 Annual Event Highlights

James Melton, Jr. and his fried
fish. Hmm hmm good.

Left: Dawn Mabry, Linda Melton, and James Melton, Jr. at the food tent.

Right: Antique Dazey Glass

Butter Churn (1900) on display in the Exhibition Building is also used to make homemade ice cream
and other desserts. Erselle Jackson - Owner, Richmond, Va.

1

2

3

4

1) DeCarol Carroll, 2) Sarah Marie Felton,
3) Brenda Ahmad, and 4) Louise Chapman
at their booths.
5) William Jackson, Jr. takes a break from
parking cars.
5
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Building and Grounds Upkeep

1

2

3

New Sidewalk
The sidewalk leading to the Exhibition Building had been patched
and repaired several times. The real need was to replace it. In
November 2019, volunteers started the process of taking up the
old sidewalk. 1)Theodore Jackson uses his tractor to haul the
broken pieces; Dawn Mabry, Lurlene Barnes, and Vernon Kinney
load the bucket. 2) The sidewalk needed widening but a big root
was in the way. Joe Jackson holds the root he finally got up by
using a pick, shovel and hatchet. 3) James Mabry, Eddie Dimuel
and others pour the concrete on August 25, 2020. 4) The
sidewalk is finished after adding a coat of sealer.
On June 19, 2021, James Mabry
(left) and James Melton Jr. dig
4

5

holes for replacing the cedar
fence beside the Shop.

6

7

8

5) On cleanup day, Saturday, March 13, 2021, James Mabry
cuts up a tree that had fallen during a winter storm. 6)
Wanda Green and Terri Robinson pick up the debris.
Creating a scene very similar to the previous year, a 2022
storm leaves several large trees to cleanup. 7) Jacqueline
Turner and 8) James Shelton help out on cleanup day,
Saturday, March 19th. 9) Larry Jackson gives guidance to
Devin on scoping up the debris from the storm. The father
and son team came with equipment a day before cleanup
day, saving everyone a lot of heavy lifting.
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The Hitching Post, Newsletter of the Jackson Blacksmith Shop
Jackson Blacksmith Shop
2558 Blacksmith Shop Rd
Goochland, VA 23063

MAIL TO

(804) 556-8160
JacksonBlacksmithShop.org

The Jackson
Blacksmith Shop, a
National Historic
landmark, is open
by appointment
only. You may call
to request a tour,
and one of our
representatives will
gladly guide your
through the historic
Shop, where old
tools are displayed,
and the history of
this blacksmithing
tradition is told.
There is also our
Exhibition Building
featuring various
displays and
artifacts of the era.
Tours are free.
Donations are
appreciated.

$ Donations are appreciated $
Many thanks to our supporters for their past donations. Funds are
used for printing, postage, maintenance, upkeep of the buildings &
grounds and for educational programs. Your donations, great or
small, will help to keep this heritage alive. Please send a check
today to the address above.

Poles and American flags
were installed at the entrance
to the JBS grounds in 2021 by
our fellow neighbor Richard
Martin.
James Mabry paints a railing on the
Shop grounds after repairing it on
July 28, 2021. Other upkeep
completed includes painting the
picnic tables and flower pots as well
as repairing the bridge walkway to

Special thanks to
Lurlene Barnes for
helping out with this
edition of The Hitching
Post.

the Exhibition Building.
From left: Jim Melton, Charles
Bruce, Joe Jackson and Layton
Brown work on the JBS's antique
tractor on May 26, 2022. The
overhaul of the Ford 2N is
progressing.

Many thanks to all the
volunteers who help out at
the JBS throughout the year!
Our mission depends on
your hard work.

